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Front: This image of the supernova remnant SN 
1987A was taken by the Hubble Space 
Telescope in January 2017, almost 30 years 
after the supernova erupted. The bright ring 
around the central region of the exploded star 
is composed of material ejected by the star 
about 20,000 years before the actual explosion 
took place. Courtesy NASA/ESA/R. Kirshner 
(Harvard-Smithsonian CfA and Gordon & Betty 
Moore Foundation)/P. Challis (Harvard-
Smithsonian CfA).

Back: Celebrating its 27th year in orbit, the 
Hubble Space Telescope imaged this close 
galactic pair of spiral galaxies — NGC 4302,  
seen edge-on, and NGC 4298. Both are 
located 55 million light-years away. Courtesy 
NASA/ESA/M. Mutchler (STScI)
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History on the Move
perspectives

For those of us of a certain age, it’s hard to 
believe that the 50th anniversary of the first 
manned landing on the Moon is almost upon 
us. (That’s Apollo 11 and July 20, 1969, for 
those of you too young to remember.) Where 
did those 50 years go?

Since shortly after its return from the Moon, 
the Command Module (named Columbia) has  
been on display at the Smithsonian National 
Air & Space Museum (NASM) in Washington, 
DC. To commemorate the 50th anniversary 
of the first Moon landing, the NASM is com-
pletely redoing the gallery that used to house 
Columbia and is creating a new Apollo exhibit 
(Destination Moon) scheduled to open in 2020.

But instead of simply storing the Columbia, 
the NASM is sending it on the road (bravo, I 
say). Destination Moon: The Apollo 11 Mission 
is a traveling exhibition will bring the iconic 
Apollo 11 Command Module to four cities — 
its first national tour since 1970/71. The exhibi-
tion will also include one-of-a-kind artifacts 
from the mission. The schedule: Space Center 
Houston (October 2017 to March 2018), the 
Saint Louis Science Center (April to September 

2018), the Senator John Heinz History Center, 
Pittsburgh (September 2018 to February 2019), 
and The Museum of Flight, Seattle (March to 
September 2019). The NASM has a webpage 
with the exact dates and some basic informa-
tion about the tour. I’ll see it in Seattle; nostalga 
will be strong with this one!

Paul Deans
Editor, Mercury
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I am often asked a lot of questions right after a major astronomical 
discovery is announced. Recently I found myself fielding queries 
about the TRAPPIST-1 system. NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope 

recently discovered seven Earth-sized planets orbiting a single star 
(TRAPPIST-1), a red dwarf sun just 40 light-years away. Three of those 
planets orbit in the dwarf star’s habitable zone — a region of space 
around stars where conditions are right for water to be in its liquid 
state. Because red dwarfs are the most common stars in the Milky 
Way, there is the possibility our galaxy is awash with planets similar 
to our own. This issue of Mercury includes an article by Pat Brennan 
about the bumper crop of Earth-size planets huddled around a red 
dwarf star in the TRAPPIST-1 system.

At a recent social gathering, I was asked the following question 
about the TRAPPIST planets: “How do you justify spending money 
and resources on planet-hunting when there are so many problems 
here on Earth?” It’s not the first time I have been on the receiving 
end of a query like this about astronomy research.

Sometimes this question comes from people who are critical 
about astronomy research because they believe it consumes a huge 
percentage of the national budget. It doesn’t. NASA’s total annual 
allocation represents only about 0.5% of the total federal budget. 
Other times, questions about the value of astronomy come from 
people who generally support science, but only when research 

immediately benefits society. 
They usually ask me how invest-
ments in astronomy research 
are justified in light of human 
suffering in the world. 

Then there are people, most 
notably some of our congressio-
nal representatives, who ques-
tion the importance of certain 
kinds of research questions, 
labeling some inquiry as frivo-
lous because “it fails to serve the 
national interest.” 

One example frequently cited 
is a study on the mating prefer-
ences of fruit flies. This research 
was publically shamed on the 
Senate floor, even though fruit 
flies are an important model 
organism used extensively in 
biomedical research and the 
study of human genetic diseases. Researchers learn about human 
genetics, sleep, and even disease by studying fruit flies. Surely this 

This artist’s impression shows a view from the 
surface one of the planets orbiting TRAPPIST-1, an 
ultra-cool dwarf star just 40 light-years from Earth. 
They are the first planets ever discovered around 
such a tiny, dim star. [ESO/M. Kornmesser]

Contemplating the Value of Exoplanets and Fruit Flies
Sometimes the benefits of research to society are not immediately obvious.

by Linda Shore

first word
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benefits society and serves our nation’s interest. 
As the federal government begins its debate on the future of 

science funding, it behooves the astronomy community to clearly 
articulate the value of astronomy to society. Let’s take the discovery 
of the planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system as an example and look at 
some facts most people are unaware of.

NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope, which discovered the TRAPPIST-1 
system, was designed to detect infrared radiation and image plan-
ets, stars, nebulae, and galaxies in parts of spectrum blocked by 
the Earth’s atmosphere. The development of Spitzer’s infrared eyes 
spawned numerous advances — in science, engineering, and tech-
nology — of tremendous value to society. Some examples include 
improved infrared imaging for medical diagnosis, art restoration, 
and even in the detection of plastic explosives.

Moreover, telescopes like Spitzer are manufactured in “clean 
rooms” where the environment is swept of small particles that could 
contaminate mirrors and sensitive instruments. The same protocols, 
air filters, and protective clothing invented to build space telescopes 
were adopted by the medical industry and pharmaceutical laborato-
ries to develop and test life-saving medications and treatments.

Earth is unique in our solar system. It is the only planet that sup-
ports vast qualities of liquid water, sustains life, and evolved intel-
ligence. To understand the past, present, and future of the planet 
we rely on for our survival, it’s helpful to investigate many more just 
like it. The seven Earth-size planets of the TRAPPIST-1 system join 
more than 3,500 exoplanets discovered by a variety of methods. 
Just as fruit flies are used as “model organisms” in studies of human 
disease, exoplanets are test subjects for scientists wanting to better 
understand planetary geology, meteorology, ecology, and biology. 
Knowledge gained in these domains can improve earthquake pre-
diction, more accurately forecast severe weather, increase food pro-

duction, and develop new technologies to make life better on Earth.
Let me close with a question about exoplanets that turned my 

own thinking about the value of astronomy research completely 
on its head. The ASP is an affiliate partner of the “Science for Monks 
Project” — a program serving the Dalia Lama’s directive that 
Buddhist monastics learn Western science. As a faculty member for 
this project, I travel to Buddhist monasteries throughout India and 
teach astronomy to Tibetan monks and nuns. 

One afternoon, while having tea with a group of monks, one asked, 
“If we find intelligent beings on another planet, how do Western 
scientists plan to help them and alleviate their suffering?” For the 
monks, astronomy research has value, because we can use what we 
learn to ease suffering in the universe. Now that’s high value. 

LINDA SHORE is the Executive Director of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. She attended the 
March for Science in Washington, DC, on April 22, 2017.

Another artist’s concept view of one of the planets orbiting TRAPPIST-1. In this scene, one of the inner 
planets is visible in transit across the face of its red dwarf parent star. [ESO/M. Kornmesser]

http://scienceformonks.org/
http://scienceformonks.org/
mailto:lshore%40astrosociety.org
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These days we are all too familiar with alternative facts, but they 
are not a new creation. It has often been said the structure of 
the solar system was viewed in three ways: the Ptolemaic, the 

Tychonic, and the Copernican systems. But there also existed alterna-
tive designs that have been largely forgotten, even by astronomers.

In 1672 the German philosopher Otto von Guericke created a sys-
tem that contained many planets. In addition to the primary planets 
then known, he drew a chart showing two planets closer to the Sun 
than Mercury. His theory also called for a swarm of satellites around 
each. The telescopic proof of these were, he believed, seen as sun-
spots because, he wrote, “we should not postulate the existence of 
spots or unsightly bodies on the surface of the Sun.” 

Another unique feature of his solar system was two moons of 
Venus; Guericke believed that every planet possessed satellites. 
The third difference between the Copernican system and his was 
the stellar sphere — there wasn’t one. Guericke showed the stars 
spread throughout space. In this, his system was an advance on 
that of Copernicus. You can see Guericke’s innovative chart in a 
book by Helge Kragh, The Moon That Wasn’t: The Sage of Venus’ 
Spurious Satellite.

Another extraordinary view of the structure of the solar system 
was given by an English author known only by the initials F.B., who 
published it in the Imperial Magazine of September 1760. As with 

many of the schol-
arly texts of the 
time, it was written 
in Latin.

For starters, F.B. 
displaced the Sun 
from the center of 
the solar system 
and replaced it 
with Earth. In that 
respect, his system 
was similar to the 
one developed by 
Ptolemy. They also 
shared the view 
that the Moon 
revolved around 
Earth, while Mars, 
Jupiter, and Saturn orbited Earth beyond the Sun. Likewise, they 
shared the concept of a sphere of stars surrounding everything. The 
only difference? Ptolemy believed that beyond the Moon, the next 
three objects revolving around Earth were Mercury, Venus, and the 
Sun. However, F.B. said the Sun was next in orbit around Earth, with 

Alternative Facts
The layout of the solar system was sometimes viewed in rather unique ways.

English author F.B. had an odd view of the solar system (from 1760).

by Clifford J. Cunningham

annals of astronomy

http://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783764389086
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Mercury and Venus revolving around it. 
How did F.B.’s system differ from the one developed by Tycho 

Brahe? He, too, had Earth in the center, orbited by the Moon, with 
the Sun in orbit around Earth. But in the system of F.B., Mars, Jupiter, 
and Saturn revolved around Earth, while the Tychonic system had 
them revolving around the Sun! 

F.B. explained this difference in terms of light and the planet’s 
apparent path in the sky: “The Stations and Retrogradations, which 
appear to the eye in Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, proceed solely from 
the circulation of light from West to East, which is greater or less, 
according as the planet is in apogee or perigee, or as a greater or 
less distance from the Earth.”

The curiosity factor here is high, but F.B. makes it historically 
important in describing the nature of light. He first explains his  

cosmic system by using the example of how a falling stone partakes 
of Earth’s motion. “What we have said of the Stone, is to be under-
stood likewise of the Globules or Atoms of Light; as all other things 
[they] are carried along from West to East, while they pass the lucid 
body [the Sun] to the Earth.” 

The atoms of light are, in modern terminology, light quanta, which  
F.B. envisioned as globules. Unfortunately for F.B., the speed of light 
is a constant and not subject to Earth’s motion, but his notion of 
what light is finds a place in modern science. 

CLIFFORD CUNNINGHAM was recently seen in Havana with Alicia Alonso, 96, the most famous 
prima ballerina in Cuban history.

The Making of “Messy” Planetary Nebulae
A new study suggests that some planetary nebulae form from triple-star progenitor systems. 

The archetypal planetary nebula is spherically symmetric but 
this morphology represents only about 20% of the planetary 
nebulae (PNe) population. The vast majority of PNe are ellip-

tical, bipolar (i.e. “hourglass” or “butterfly”), or irregular in shape. 
Furthermore, high-resolution images reveal complex structures such 
as halos, knots, and jets within these morphologies. It seems unlikely 
that single stars can produce PNe that differ from spherical symme-
try Several recent detections of binary central star systems in bipolar 

PNe provide supporting evidence for the binary progenitor model.
A bipolar PNe is defined by two axes: the major axis runs between 

the “wings” or “lobes,” while the minor axis is perpendicular to the 
major axis. It is hypothesized that most PNe are actually bipolar 
nebulae viewed from different angles. For example, a nebula viewed 
along its minor axis would appear elliptical. Most exhibit some sort 
of symmetry — either mirror symmetry along an axis, or point sym-
metry. But there are also some “messy” PNe —highly irregular in 

by Jennifer Birriel

astronomer’s notebook

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2013CEAB...37..391D
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009PASP..121..316D
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015AJ....150...30H
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2008ApJ...675..380S
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shape and lacking any kind of symmetry. 
Astrophysicists Ealeal Bear and Noan Soker contend that “messy” 

PNe cannot be explained by binary systems. They recently explored 
the possibility that triple star systems are progenitors of such PNe. 
Bear and Soker defined a five-point progenitor classification scheme 
based on qualitative visual inspection of PNe morphology.

1.  Those identified as spherical, elliptical, or bipolar are classified as 
not shaped by a triple stellar system.

2.  PNe that exhibit little or no symmetry and show no evidence of 
interaction with the local interstellar medium are shaped by a 
triple stellar system. 

The remaining objects are classified by their degree of asymmetry. 
3.  PNe with departures from symmetry that are not quite as pro-

nounced are deemed likely shaped by a triple stellar progenitor. 
4.  PNe with only small departures from symmetry are classified as 

maybe shaped by a triple stellar progenitor. 
5.  Finally, PNe images with unresolved inner regions or show evi-

dence that interactions with surrounding interstellar medium 
might be shaping them fall into cannot tell. 

Bear and Soker examined 656 PNe images from the Planetary 
Nebulae Image Catalog (PNIC) and 3,494 images of confirmed PNe 
from the forthcoming Hong Kong/AAO/Strasbourg Halpha Planetary 
Nebula Database (HASH). Each inspected PNe morphologies and 
made classifications without consulting the other. They classified a 
total of 4,150 PNe. Most (3,403 objects) fell into the “cannot tell” cat-
egory, leaving 647 objects for statistical analysis. From PNIC, 214 of 
275 objects were clearly not formed in a triple star system, and from 
HASH, 221 of 372 objects were not formed in a triple system. 

Objects not formed by a triple system (classification #1 above)  
are assigned a probability of 0, while those objects formed by a 
triple system (#2 above) are assigned a probability of 1. Objects in  

classification #3 (those 
likely shaped by a triple 
system) are assigned 
a probability of two-
thirds, and classifica-
tion #4 objects (which 
might be formed by a 
triple system) have an 
assigned probability of 
one-third. 

Using the total sam-
ple and these probabil-
ities, they determined 
that approximately one 
in six PNe are likely to 
be shaped by a triple 
stellar progenitor, con-
sistent with an earlier 
study by Soker, which 
estimated roughly one in eight. 

Although visual inspection and classification of individual objects 
is somewhat subjective, Bear and Soker argue that the overall statis-
tic is robust. In some cases, it may be that not all three stars survive 
to the final evolution. In others, it is possible that the third object is a 
sub-stellar object like a brown dwarf or a high-mass exoplanet. The 
next step is to look for triple systems inside messy PNe. A particularly 
good place to start, suggest Bear and Soker, is in highly deformed 
PNe that are already known to contain binary systems. 

JENNIFER BIRRIEL is Professor of Physics in the Department of Mathematics and Physics at 
Morehead State University in KY.

NGC 5189 is a ‘messy’ planetary nebula. [NASA/ESA/Hubble 
Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)] Inset: In comparison, the Ring 
Nebula (M57) is a lovely elliptical PNe. The images are not to the 
same scale. [NASA/ESA]

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2017ApJ...837L..10B
https://faculty.washington.edu/balick/PNIC/
https://faculty.washington.edu/balick/PNIC/
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2016arXiv161201521B
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2016arXiv161201521B
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2016MNRAS.455.1584S
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2016MNRAS.455.1584S
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Astronomers’ current strategy for finding life on another planet 
is to detect the chemical composition of that planet’s atmo-
sphere, on the look-out for certain chemical imbalances that  

require the presence of living organisms as an explanation. The 
detection of an atmosphere around a super-Earth marks the first 
time an atmosphere has been detected around a planet with a 
mass and radius close to that of Earth (1.6 Earth masses, and 1.4 
Earth radii). 

The planet in question, GJ 1132b, orbits the red dwarf star GJ 1132, 
which is at a distance of 39 light-years from us. Recently, the system 
has come under scrutiny by a team led by John Southworth (Keele 
University, UK). The team used the GROND imager at the 2.2 m ESO/
MPG telescope of the European Southern Observatory in Chile to 
observe the planet simultaneously in seven different wavelength 
bands. GJ 1132b is a transiting planet, so from the perspective of an 
observer on Earth, it passes directly in front of its star every 1.6 days, 
blocking some of the star’s light.

The size of stars like GJ 1132 is well known from stellar models. 
From the fraction of starlight blocked by the planet, astronomers 
can deduce the planet’s size — in this case around 1.4 times the size 
of the Earth. Crucially, the new observations showed the planet to 
be larger at one of the infrared wavelengths than at the others. This 

suggests the presence of an atmosphere that is opaque to this spe-
cific infrared light (making the planet appear larger), but transparent 
at all the others. Different possible versions of the atmosphere were 
then simulated by team members at the University of Cambridge 
and the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy. According to those 
models, an atmosphere rich in water and methane would explain 
the observations very well.

The discovery comes with the usual exoplanet caveats: while 
somewhat larger than Earth, and with 1.6 times Earth’s mass (as 
determined by earlier measurements), observations to date do not 
provide sufficient data to decide how similar or dissimilar GJ 1132b 
is to Earth. Possibilities include a “water world” with an atmosphere 
of hot steam.

The presence of the atmosphere is a reason for cautious optimism. 
M-dwarfs are the most common types of star and show high levels  
of activity; for some set-ups, this activity (in the shape of flares and 
particle streams) can be expected to blow away nearby planets’ 
atmospheres. GJ 1132b provides a hopeful counterexample of an  
atmosphere that has endured for billions of years (that is, long 
enough for us to detect it). Given the great number of M-dwarf stars, 
such atmospheres could mean that the preconditions for life are 
quite common in the universe. 

Atmosphere Around Low-Mass Super-Earth Detected
It’s not the detection of life on another planet, but it’s a crucial step in that direction.

by Max Planck Institute for Astronomy

strange new worlds
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In 2005, observations by the Cassini mission revealed plumes of 
water vapor and ice spraying into space from the south pole of 
Enceladus, the sixth-largest moon of Saturn. These jets originate 

from the so-called ‘tiger stripes’ — four warm fractures in the moon’s 
icy surface. The salty composition of these jets points to an under-
ground sea of liquid water that might interact with Enceladus’ rocky 
core, similar to the sub-surface ocean that is thought to exist on 
Jupiter’s moon, Europa. (See page 35 for another update.)

Many of Cassini’s flybys of Enceladus have been dedicated to 
understanding the structure of the interior of this fascinating body 
and its potentially habitable water reservoir. Now, a study based on 
data collected during a close flyby in 2011 indicates that the moon’s 
hidden sea might be closer to the surface than previously thought.

“During this flyby, we obtained the first and only high-resolution 
observations of Enceladus’ south pole at microwave wavelengths,” 
said Alice Le Gall (Université Versailles Saint-Quentin, France). “These 
observations provide a unique insight into what is going on beneath 
the surface. They show that the first few meters below the surfa-
ceof the area that we investigated, although at a glacial 50-60 K, are 
much warmer than we had expected; likely up to 20 K warmer in 
some places,” she added. “This cannot be explained only as a result 
of the Sun’s illumination and, to a lesser extent, Saturn’s heating, so 
there must be an additional source of heat.”

The detected 
heat appears to be 
lying under a much 
colder layer of 
frost, as no simi-
lar anomaly was 
found in infrared 
observations of 
the same region 
— these probe the 
temperature of the 
surface but are not 
sensitive to what is 
underneath.

The observations 
used by Le Gall and 
her collaborators 
cover a narrow, arc-
shaped swath of 
the southern polar 
region, about 500 
km long and 25 km wide, and located just 30 km to 50 km north of 
the tiger-stripe fractures. Because of operational constraints of the 

A Warm Time at the South Pole
Enceladus appears to be warmer than expected just a few meters below its icy polar surface.

At the center of the image of the south pole region of Enceladus are 
the bluish tiger stripes. Above and to the right of the tiger stripes is the 
arc-shaped swathe that was observed with Cassini’s Radio Detection 
and Ranging instrument. The color of the swath indicates the excess in 
heat flux derived from the observations: the thermal anomaly is most 
pronounced in the yellow regions, which coincide with fractures in the 
icy crust. [NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute]

European Space Agency

planetary perspectives
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2011 flyby, it was not possible to obtain microwave observations 
of the active fractures themselves. This had the benefit of allowing 
the scientists to observe that the thermally anomalous terrains of 
Enceladus extend well beyond the tiger stripes.

“The thermal anomaly we see at microwave wavelengths is espe-
cially pronounced over three fractures that are not unlike the tiger 
stripes, except that they don’t seem to be the source of jets at the 
moment,” said Le Gall.

These seemingly dormant fractures lying above the warm, under-
ground sea point to a dynamic character of Enceladus’ geology 
— the moon may have experienced several episodes of activity at 
different locations during its past history.

Even if the observations cover only a small patch of the southern 
polar terrains, it is likely that the entire region is warm underneath 

and Enceladus’ ocean could be a mere two km under the icy surface. 
The finding agrees well with the results of a recent study, led by 
Ondrej Cadek and published in 2016, which estimated the thickness 
of the crust on Enceladus. With an average depth of 18–22 km, the 
ice shell appears to reduce to less than five km at the south pole.

Le Gall and her collaborators think that the underground heat-
ing source is linked to the tidal cycle of the moon along its eccentric 
orbit around Saturn. This induces stress compressions and deforma-
tions on the crust, leading to the formation of faults and fractures 
while at the same time heating up the sub-surface layers. In this 
scenario, the thinner icy crust in the south pole region is subject to a 
larger tidal deformation that, in turn, releases more heat and con-
tributes to maintaining the underground water in liquid form. 

Answer to Galaxy Formation Is Blowing in the 
Black Hole Wind
Rapid winds from central black holes may control how galaxies evolve.

Everyone gets excited when talking about matter falling into a 
black hole. But what escapes the black hole’s gravitational trap 
can be just as interesting and, it turns out, rather crucial for star 

and galaxy formation. 
Scientists have clocked winds of gas blowing away from a super-

massive black hole at nearly 25% the speed of light. So powerful are 

these winds that they blow matter clear out of the galaxy, suppressing 
star formation as a result. The winds are called UFOs — no, not of the 
Roswell, New Mexico, type. These are ultra-fast outflows — though, as 
with those flying saucers that share the same letters, black hole UFOs 
do remain a bit of a mystery. Astronomers haven’t been able to estab-
lish exactly how they form and what kind of power they can yield.

by Christopher Wanjek

armchair astrophysics
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But now we’re closer to understanding. Using two X-ray observa-
tories, NASA’s NuSTAR and ESA’s XMM-Newton, astronomers have 
measured temperature fluctuations in a UFO emanating from near 
a supermassive black hole in a galaxy called IRAS 13224-3809. The 
fluctuations are so rapid and extreme that they must be tied directly 
to the X-rays emitted from the supermassive black hole itself.

The finding, published in the March 2, 2017, issue of Nature, 
explains why galaxies don’t have even more stars than they do. In  
short, the central black hole wind blows away millions of solar 
masses worth of potential star stuff.

Most galaxies, including our own, have a central supermassive black 
hole with the mass of millions to billions of suns. Some black holes, 
such as the one in IRAS 13224-3809, are referred to as active in that 
they are actively accreting material from their surroundings. As matter 
falls into the black hole, it speeds up, gets very hot, and releases copi-
ous amounts of energy — so much energy that the activity of these 
supermassive black holes can be seen across the entire universe.

Yet black holes are sloppy eaters and spew out as much matter as 
they swallow. This new observation — an international effort involv-
ing Universities of Cambridge and Maryland, Caltech, and many other 
institutions — validates a theory. As black holes gobble up dust and 
gas, they produce so much energy that the radiation generates shock-
waves that blow away other gas in the vicinity. You can call it a black 
hole belch. Then things quiet down; the radiation dims. But as more 
gas falls in, radiation comes blasting out, and the winds kick back up.

Moreover, the astronomers found that the UFOs were directly 
connected with changes in the luminosity of the black hole. They 
detected this wind fluctuation on the order of every few hours, and 
you have to be rather close to the black hole (less than the distance 
between the Sun and Mercury, it turns out) to generate changes  
that quick, given the time needed for light and matter to travel. 

Tying UFO 
launches to 
the awesome 
power of a 
black hole 
says much 
about how 
these systems 
can alter the 
structure of an 
entire galaxy. 
“We see a wind 
emanating 
from the immediate vicinity of the black hole with sufficient energy 
to affect the rest of the galaxy, clear across a distance of 100,000 
light-years,” said Christopher Reynolds (University of Maryland), a co-
leader on the observation. The wind can emanate in any direction 
with a mechanical energy trillions of times greater than what the 
Sun streams out every second, the astronomers estimated.

Many questions remain, however, about how UFOs shape galaxy 
evolution. Early in the proto-galaxy stage, the nascent black hole 
surely is accreting gas. The winds must then form, perhaps slamming 
gas together to force star creation at first. Then, as more stars form, 
the winds blow away residual gas, halting star formation. 

How many black holes like IRAS 13224-3809 must be studied 
before we finally understand? The answer, my friend, is blowing in 
the wind. 

CHRISTOPHER WANJEK is a science writer based in Baltimore, and due to funding uncertainty for 
the sciences, the times they are changing.

An artist’s illustration of a supermassive black hole with X-ray emission 
emanating from its inner region (pink) and ultrafast winds streaming from 
the surrounding disk (purple). [European Space Agency]

http://www.nustar.caltech.edu/
http://sci.esa.int/xmm-newton/
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Earth and Exoplanets, Evolution and Climate Change
There is a conflict in accepting the idea of climate change and evolution on an exoplanet but not on Earth.

Assimilating and accommodating new ideas and ways to do 
things is not always an easy task. Sometimes we find our-
selves too close to old and comfortable ideas, unable to find 

a perspective from which to evaluate the potential for the new. For 
learners of all ages, it is a challenge to help them shift their per-
spective to see how the new can fit with their existing worldview. 
The problem is not so much with what is presented, as with how. 
Sometimes finding the new perspective requires a trip beyond the 
confines of the planet we think we know so well.

In particular, two areas of science are not well understood by  
the general public and many teachers and their students: evolution 
and climate change. All too often, both topics are presented pedan-
tically through a series of lectures, exercises depending on rote 
memorization, and perhaps a few activities with pre-determined 
outcomes, all of which do little to help students build a conceptual 
framework for either topic to fit into their basic understanding of 
how nature operates. This can only add to the difficulties many have 
accepting evolution and/or climate science. Other areas of science 
do not seem to share the same disdain that many people have for 
these particular ideas.

Part of the problem has to do with time. An understanding of 
both evolution and climate change requires an ability to think about 
change over a time scale far greater than what people experience 

in their daily lives, let alone over the span of a lifetime. For the most 
part we live moment to moment, with little thought beyond our 
current experience. The idea of “deep time,” so prevalent in much of 
astronomy and certainly in geology and evolutionary science, does 
not resonate with the average person. 

In general, people are fascinated by the exploration of planets 
within our own solar system, the discovery of planets orbiting  
distant stars, and the idea of aliens. The thought that life might  
exist on those planets intrigues people — particularly the kind of 
life that could look back at our system of planets and wonder the  
same thing.

Within our own solar system Mars, which is in the habitable zone, 
does not have life (though it may have in the distant past). Venus is 
on the edge of the habitable zone, but a runaway greenhouse effect 
made for an inhospitably hot atmosphere. Neither planet currently 
possesses an atmosphere capable of supporting life as we know it. 

In thinking about the potential for life on other worlds, people 
again have a tendency to think of that life as existing in the here and 
now. It is equally possible life on these planets may more closely 
resemble stromatolites from Earth’s early history with intelligence 
perhaps in the planet’s future — or exoplanet life may have already 
become extinct.

There is a cognitive dissonance in not accepting evolution and 

by Brian Kruse

education matters
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climate science on Earth, while at the same time being excited 
about the potential for life on distant worlds. Both evolution and 
climate science are key areas of research for astrobiologists in their 
quest to understand the dynamic nature of planets and their ability 
to support life. People find it easy to think about these phenomena 
when they take place elsewhere in the universe, but when they  
turn around and look at our planet, they can’t apply the science to 
our situation.

There is an opportunity for educators to take advantage of this 
relationship, engaging the imagination of students while they learn 
about the factors that make life possible on other worlds. It may 
prove easier to think about the history of these distant planets than 

it is about our home planet. Can we apply the lessons learned on 
distant worlds to foster a better understanding of our own situation?

For a learner asked to learn and apply new skills and ideas, it fre-
quently comes down to going beyond what they are familiar with, 
looking at a completely different situation, examining it in fine detail, 
and then building a generalizable model to their own situation. 
Sometimes one is just too close to the object under scrutiny to look 
at it with the objectivity needed for understanding and acceptance. 

BRIAN KRUSE manages the formal education programs at the ASP and is the Director for Region F 
of the National Science Education Leadership Association.

Drawing Bad Conclusions from Minimal Data
Misunderstanding the meaning of the phrase “Earth-like extrasolar planet” can lead to disappointment.

Recently, while discussing the discovery of seven planets 
around TRAPPIST-1, one of my students remarked, in all seri-
ousness, that he had initially thought that TRAPPIST-1 must 

be some sort of extra special or awesome star, because it had been 
described as an “ultra-cool dwarf.” Confusing the colloquial use of 
the word “cool” with its use as a descriptor of temperature was both 
a harmless and amusing mistake, but it’s a reminder of the continual 
challenge of translating science for the non-specialist audience. 

Jargon is, of course, an issue with which we all struggle — 
whether with students, the public, or even among scientists with 

different areas of focus. Indecipherable language, or a few too many 
undefined acronyms, can quickly become frustrating and off-putting 
for the uninitiated. But more subtle jargon — astronomical lingo, if 
you will — can also be problematic. 

To an astronomer, the term ‘ultra-cool dwarf’ is exactly what it 
sounds like — a small star (dwarf ) with a very (ultra) low surface 
temperature (cool). But what was meant to be a clear descriptor isn’t 
immediately obvious to everyone. Despite being simple words indi-
vidually, the picture that they painted for the student was not what 
was intended.

by Bethany Cobb

reaching out
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This conversation about TRAPPIST-1 got me thinking about the 
jargon/lingo traps we fall into in situations related to extra-solar 
planets. One of the worst offenders is the expression “Earth-like.” 

To astronomers, Earth-like is typically used to describe an extra-
solar planet that has a mass or radius similar to that of Earth. 
However, when others hear the phrase, something quite different 
comes to mind: a planet that is exactly like Earth — warm and  
hospitable, with a nice atmosphere and plenty of liquid water. 

In reality, astronomers can’t currently make any judgments about 
the relative “friendliness” to life of any extrasolar planet beyond 
whether or not it falls within the star’s habitable zone and its density/ 
composition. Some media coverage of new planet discoveries does 
a good job of differentiating between these scenarios, while other 
coverage definitely does not. 

One of my favorite examples of a misunderstanding of the phrase 
Earth-like comes in the form of a headline that made its way around 
the Internet a few years ago following the announcement of the 
discovery of Kepler-186f, the first Earth-sized planet detected within 
its star’s habitable zone. The headline proclaimed: “Scientists Have 
Discovered Another Earth With Probable Life!” Obviously, no such 
discovery was made, and I frequently use this headline as an exam-
ple of drawing bad conclusions from minimal data. 

Jumping from “Earth-like” to “another Earth” is an understandable  
mistake, especially since extrasolar planets are often creatively 
depicted despite astronomers having no knowledge of their true 
colors or surface features. Obviously, artist concepts are more visually  
appealing than gray representative circles, but the fact that these 
images are mere guesses is not always made clear. Even NASA’s  
“Eyes on Exoplanets” — an otherwise wonderful program — can’t 
resist adding visually appealing surface simulations. The program 
does indicate that each planet shown is a “hypothetical visualization,” 

but that information is easy to miss, because it appears at the bottom 
of the screen in a small font. I have to repeatedly point out to my stu-
dents that no close-up images of any of these planets actually exist!

I hope through outreach and teaching to get people excited about  
new discoveries such as those being made by planet hunters, and 
I’m always glad when the media gives substantial airtime or column 
inches to science. I do worry, however, when the hype or the drive 
to tell a good story comes at the expense of the truth. “Overselling” 
extrasolar planet results has the potential to lead to disappointment 
or disillusionment with astronomy or even science in general. Unlike 
my initial anecdote, there are situations when the misinterpretation 
of words and images can have real, significant consequences. We 
must be mindful, with both our language and our depictions, to 
keep it real even as we try to make things exciting. 

BETHANY COBB is an Associate Professor of Honors and Physics at The George Washington University, 
where she studies gamma-ray bursts and teaches physics/astronomy to non-science majors.

Kepler-186f, as imagined by an artist. It looks like “another Earth,” but all astronomers really know 
about it is its size (some 10% larger than Earth) and its orbital parameters. Its mass, composition, 
density, and surface features remain unknown. [NASA Ames/JPL-Caltech/T. Pyle]

https://eyes.nasa.gov/eyes-on-exoplanets.html
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Earth-Sized Planets:  
The Newest, Weirdest Generation 

Small, rocky worlds orbiting red dwarfs will be primary 
targets in the search for life beyond the solar system.

By Pat Brennan

One of the unusual features of the TRAPPIST-1 planets is how 
close they are to each other — so close that details on nearby 
planets could be easily visible from the surface of each one. 
Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech/T. Pyle (IPAC).
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A bumper crop of Earth-size planets huddled around a red dwarf 
star could be little more than chunks of rock blasted by radia-
tion, or cloud-covered worlds as broiling hot as Venus. Or they 

could harbor exotic lifeforms, thriving under skies of ruddy twilight.
Scientists are pondering the possibilities after February’s 

announcement of the discovery of seven worlds orbiting a small, 
cool star some 40 light-years away, all of them in the ballpark of 
our home planet in terms of their heft (mass) and size (diameter). 
Three of the planets reside in the “habitable zone” around their star, 
TRAPPIST-1, where calculations suggest that conditions might be 
right for liquid water to exist on their surfaces — though follow-up 
observations are needed to be sure. All seven are early ambassadors 
of a new generation of planet-hunting targets.

Small, But Plentiful
Red dwarf stars — also called “M-dwarfs” — outnumber others, 
including yellow stars like our Sun, by a factor of three to one. They 
comprise nearly 75% of the stars in our galaxy, they last far longer, 
and their planets are proportionally larger compared to the small 
stars they orbit. That means small, rocky worlds orbiting the nearest 
red dwarfs will be primary targets for new, powerful telescopes com-
ing online in the years ahead, both in space and on the ground.

“The majority of stars are M-dwarfs, which are faint and small and 
not very luminous,” said Martin Still, program scientist at NASA head-
quarters in Washington, D.C. “So the majority of places where you 
would look for planets are around these cool, small stars. We are inter-
ested in the nearest stars, and the nearest stars are mostly M-dwarfs.”

But these are sure to be perplexing planets, with strange prop-
erties that must be teased out by careful observation as well as 
computer simulations. Finding out whether they can support some 
form of life, and what kind, likely will keep astrobiologists working 

overtime, perhaps attempting to recreate in the laboratory some of 
the conditions on these red-tinged worlds. “We’re definitely all work-
ing overtime now,” said Nancy Kiang, an astrobiologist at NASA’s 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies in New York City.

Would Life Find a Way?
Expert opinion on whether red dwarf planets are suitable for  
life tends to tick back and forth, “like a pendulum,” said Shawn 

This diagram compares the sizes of the Sun and the red dwarf TRAPPIST-1, as well as the sizes of 
the newly discovered planets around the faint red star with the planets of our inner solar system. 
[ESO/O. Furtak]

http://www.eso.org/public/unitedkingdom/news/eso1706/
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Domagal-Goldman, a research space scientist at NASA’s Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. “We’ve come up with 
these theoretical reasons why such a planet might struggle to be 
habitable,” he said. “Then we look at those theoretical concerns with 
a little bit more detail, and find out it’s not that big of a concern. 
Then some other theoretical concern crops up.”

At the moment, the pendulum is ticking back toward lifelessness. 
Recent findings suggest life would have an uphill battle on a planet 
close to a red dwarf, largely because such stars are extremely active 
in their early years — shooting off potentially lethal flares and bursts 
of radiation.

These youthful tantrums would go on for quite some time. Red 
dwarfs smolder at much lower energy than our Sun, but live much 
longer, perhaps with lifespans in the trillions of years — longer than 
the present age of the universe. Our Sun is expected to burn out 
after shining for something on the order of 10 billion years; we’re 
about halfway through its lifespan.

The exact age of the TRAPPIST-1 star is unknown, but scientists 
believe it is at least 500 million years old, or about one-tenth the  
age of our 4.5-billion-year-old Sun. 

Some Are Born to Endless Night
Red dwarfs could take their first billion years just to calm down 
enough to allow any nearby planets to be habitable. And the “habit-
able zone” around such stars is very close indeed. All seven of the 
TRAPPIST-1 Earth-size planets crowd so close to their star that they 
complete a single orbit — their “year” — in a matter of days, 1.5 days 
for the nearest planet and perhaps 20 days for the farthest.

That kind of proximity means the planets are probably tidally 
locked, with one face always turned to the star, the same way our 
Moon presents only one face to Earth. And while red dwarfs are “cool” 

compared to our Sun, they would loom large in the sky of a close, 
tidally locked planet, perhaps baking the sunward face. The far side, 
meanwhile, could be trapped in an eternal, frozen night. The right 
kind of atmosphere could mitigate such effects, transporting heat to 
the planet’s far side and helping to moderate the climate overall.

A recent study that relied on computer simulations of red dwarf 

This diagram shows how the light of the dim red dwarf star TRAPPIST-1 fades as each of its seven 
known planets passes in front of it and blocks some of its light. The larger planets create deeper dips 
and the more distance ones have longer lasting transits as they are orbiting more slowly. The transit 
data forTRAPPIST-1 h remains uncertain, hence its uncertain orbital period. [ESO/M. Gillon et al.]
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planets, however, delivered more grim news. The flaring tempers 
of young red dwarfs, with their bursts of high-energy X-rays and 
ultraviolet emissions, could actually strip oxygen from the atmo-
spheres of nearby planets, according to the study by a team at NASA 
Goddard led by Vladimir Airapetian. Other scenarios involve strip-
ping away the atmosphere altogether.

Yet another potentially sterilizing effect, even for M-dwarf planets 
that manage to hold on to their atmospheres, would result from 
high-energy radiation triggering a runaway greenhouse effect, 
Domagal-Goldman said. “Maybe you would end up in a stable  
climate that’s too hot to support life,” he said.

But so little is known about how life gets its start, and how com-
mon or rare it might be in the cosmos, that tenacious life on M-dwarf 
planets remains a distinct possibility.

Although loss of atmosphere from early stellar flaring is a legiti-
mate concern, it is based on complex computer modeling, said Franck  
Selsis (University of Bordeaux), one of the authors of the TRAPPIST-1 
paper. Since computer models contain certain assumptions about 

stars and planets, they may not be complete, Selsis 
wrote in an e-mail. Models might fail to account for 
effects from the star on planetary atmospheres that 
could create a protective magnetic field. Or they 
might produce atmospheric loss rates so high they 
are physically implausible.

As for TRAPPIST-1: “The current relative quietness 
of the star and plausible sources of atmospheric 
replenishment still make possible for the planets 
to have atmospheres and surface habitable condi-
tions,” said Michaël Gillon, principal investigator of 
TRAPPIST at the University of Liège, Belgium. “Our 
only way to go beyond these theoretical specula-

tions is to try detecting and studying thoroughly their atmospheres.”

Maybe Life Can Just Deal
Other scientists also offered possible scenarios on the optimistic side 
of the M-dwarf habitability equation. “Maybe the atmosphere can 
recover, and it’s just fine,” said Tom Barclay, a senior research scien-
tist at the NASA Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, California. 
Barclay worked on the most prolific planet-finder, NASA’s Kepler 
space telescope, during both its original mission and its second 
incarnation, known as K2. 

In Barclay’s scenario, lifeforms find a way to adapt to bursts of stel-
lar radiation. “You have regular events, but life is used to this,” Barclay 
said. “It just deals with it. We certainly see life on Earth capable of 
hibernating for very extended periods of time. We see that life goes 
into a state where it shuts down, sometimes for years or decades. So 
I think we shouldn’t rule it out, but we should put a lot of effort into 
studying whether this is a place where we think life could thrive.”

Future telescopes, including NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope, 

Three of the planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system — e, f, and g — dwell in their star’s so-called “habitable zone” (shown in 
green) where astronomers think that temperatures are just right for liquid water to pool on the surface of an Earth-like world. 
The star and orbits are shown in scale, but on this scale the planets (including Earth, far right) are enlarged approximately 
7,600 times. [NASA/JPL-Caltech]
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to be launched in 2018, could help resolve such questions by closely 
analyzing the atmospheric gases of the TRAPPIST-1 planets. If one of 
these instruments were to discovery water vapor and, say, a combi-
nation of oxygen and methane, it could be a strong indication of a 
potential life-bearing world.

The Hubble Space Telescope also will be a key player in character-
izing the atmospheres of the TRAPPIST-1 planets and has, in fact, 
already begun a preliminary survey. Both space telescopes are 
equipped to capture the spectrum of light from the planets, reveal-
ing the types of gases that are present.

“We will look at atmospheres effectively in different wavelengths, 
allowing us to get the composition, temperature, and pressure,” 
said Julien de Wit, a postdoctoral researcher at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and an author of the new TRAPPIST-1 paper. 
“This will allow us to constrain habitability.”

Besides, stellar flaring might not be all bad — that is, if M-dwarf 
planets have a bit of well-timed luck. “They might start out with dense 
hydrogen envelopes that get blasted off,” said Victoria Meadows of 
the University of Washington, the principal investigator for the NASA 
Astrobiology Institute’s Virtual Planetary Laboratory. “So it’s kind 
of like a protective skin on the planet.” The stellar radiation would 
remove the hydrogen, leaving a potentially habitable world behind.

The planets also might form farther away from the star, moving 
closer over time. “They could migrate in from outside, further out in 
the planetary system, where there is more water, cooler tempera-
tures,” she said. “That would give them more protection against 
water loss. There are a whole bunch of options.”

Modeling shows, in fact, that densely packed M-dwarf planetary 
systems — similar to the TRAPPIST-1 system — are more likely to 
form farther away, then migrate inward, because the inner solar  
system would lack enough material to form so many planets.

In any case, if such planets possess life at all, simple lifeforms 
appear to be more likely. “I’m just talking about slime here,” 
Meadows said. “It’s far easier to evolve than sentient beings. The 
majority of life we find out there is likely to be single cell, relatively 
primitive life. That’s the sort of thing we’d be looking for on planets 
orbiting these M-dwarfs.” 

PAT BRENNAN worked as a newspaper journalist for 30 years before joining the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in May 2015. He writes stories about exoplanets for JPL’s Exoplanet Exploration portal.

This artist’s impression displays TRAPPIST-1 and its seven planets reflected in a surface. The potential 
for water on each of the worlds is represented by the frost, water pools, and steam within the scene. 
[NASA/R. Hurt/T. Pyle]
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Coming to “Terms” with Solar Eclipses

Everybody talks in jargon. Here are some 
important eclipse terms and what they 
mean, so you can understand your fellow 
eclipse chasers this August.

By Paul Deans

Totality as seen from Easter Island on July 11, 2010. This is a composite 
of short, medium, and long exposures, as no single exposure can capture 
the huge range of brightness exhibited by the solar corona. No filter was 
used during the exposures, as totality is about as bright as the full Moon 
and just as safe to look at. Courtesy Dennis di Cicco/Sky & Telescope. 
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When I attend an astronomy conference (of amateurs or 
professionals), I understand most of the terms, jargon,  
and acronyms being bandied about. But if I go to, say, 

a gathering devoted to biodiversity, I’m lost. I need a translator to 
understand the terminology everyone is casually tossing around.

So if you’ve never seen a total (or even a partial) eclipse of the 
Sun, and you’re getting ready for the upcoming eclipse by trying to 
read and understand articles about eclipses in general and August 
2017 in particular, you, too, may need a translator. Umbraphiles, 
solar-eclipse aficionados who will do almost anything to see totality, 
speak their own language. And whether you’re thinking of going to 
this year’s eclipse by yourself, with family and friends, or as part of a 
group, you are bound to run into people uttering eclipse jargon. 

Here are some words and phrases that describe various aspects of 
solar eclipses. Most relate to the partial phases and a total eclipse of 
the Sun, but some are specific to another type of solar eclipse — an 
annular. Those I’ve noted on page 26.

Basic Terms
Let’s set the stage with a mention of some basic words and phrases, 
some of which you might have already heard. A total solar eclipse 
occurs where the Moon completely hides the Sun. (An annular solar 
eclipse is different; see page 26.) In technical terms, a total eclipse 
occurs when the apparent diameter of the Moon is large enough to 
completely cover the Sun’s brilliant photosphere (the visible solar 
surface, which consists of a gas layer at roughly 5,500° Celsius) and 
reveal the corona, the faint upper atmosphere of the Sun. 

Then there’s a partial eclipse. Here the Moon covers only a por-
tion of the Sun. A partial eclipse can be seen over a much wider 
swath of Earth than can a total or annular eclipse. All annular and 
total solar eclipses are preceded and followed by a partial eclipse. 

Related to partial and total eclipses are the words penumbra and 
umbra. The penumbra is the portion of the Moon’s shadow in which 
only part of the Sun is covered. So if you’re standing in the penumbra, 
you’ll see a partial solar eclipse. The umbra is the darkest part of the 
Moon’s shadow, and someone standing in the umbra will see a total 
solar eclipse. Keep in mind that even if you’re right in the middle of 
the path of totality, you’ll still be in the penumbra where you’ll see 
a partial eclipse for roughly an hour before totality and for about an 
hour after totality.

There are four stages (contacts) of an eclipse. First contact is the 
moment when the Moon takes its first tiny bit out of the Sun’s disk. 

An illustration showing the geometry of a total solar eclipse (not to scale) showing the dark lunar 
shadow (umbra) surrounded by the lighter lunar shadow (penumbra). If you’re standing in the umbra, 
you’ll see totality. [Source: Wikipedia]
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This is the start of the partial phase of an eclipse. Second contact is 
the instant when the total phase of the eclipse begins. While it’s very 
difficult to see the exact moment of first contact, second contact 
is obvious during a total eclipse because it’s essentially when the 
diamond ring (explained on the next page) vanishes. Third contact 
marks the instant when the total phase of the eclipse ends. This is 
heralded by the reappearance of the diamond ring. Fourth contact 
is (as you might guess) the instant when the the Moon no longer 
covers any part of the Sun, which means the eclipse is finished. 

Getting a Little Technical
You might hear discussions of the magnitude of an eclipse, or how 
much of the Sun is obscured by the Moon. Both terms relate to 
the partial phases of an eclipse. During totality, 100% of the Sun is 
obscured by the Moon and the magnitude is greater than one. 

The term eclipse magnitude describes the fraction of the Sun’s 
diameter covered by the Moon. It is a ratio of Sun/Moon diameters 
and should not be confused with eclipse obscuration. For example, 
when 50% of the solar diameter is covered, only 40% of the solar 
surface is obscured. Eclipse obscuration described the fraction of 

the Sun’s area hidden by the Moon. So when 50% of the solar surface 
is obscured, the eclipse magnitude is roughly 60%.

Finally, let’s talk about a Saros, because you’re likely to hear that 
the August 21, 2017, eclipse belongs to Saros 145. A Saros is an 
eclipse cycle with a period of 6,585.32 days. When two eclipses are 
separated by one Saros, it means that the Sun, Earth, and Moon have 
returned to approximately the same relative geometry. But that 0.32 
of a day means that the eclipse path will be shifted west by eight 
hours — one-third of Earth’s rotation. On average, each Saros series 
lasts 12 or 13 centuries and contains about 70 eclipses. In the case 
of Saros 145, there are 76 eclipses. It started with a partial in January 
1639 and will end with another partial in April 2991. 

Into Totality
I’ve already mentioned the total phase of an eclipse. Totality is the 
word used to describe the maximum phase of a total solar eclipse 
— the time when the Moon’s disk completely covers the Sun. Totality 
occurs between second and third contacts. It can last from a mere 
fraction of a second to a maximum of 7 minutes 32 seconds. 

The path of totality is the extremely narrow track taken by the 
umbral shadow as it sweeps across Earth. The very middle of that 
path is known as the centerline. To see totality, you must be some-
where in the path of totality, but you don’t necessarily have to be 
right on the centerline.

During the 2017 eclipse, the duration of totality on the centerline 
across the US will range from 1 minute 58.6 seconds on the Oregon 
coast, to a maximum of 2 minutes 41.6 seconds in southern Illinois, 
to 2 minutes 34.1 seconds on the coast of South Carolina.

Let’s pretend you’re observing from the centerline. What other 
eclipse-related words might be uttered/screamed by people more 
experienced than you as the eclipse progresses toward totality?  

Left: The eclipse magnitude shown here is 50% because half of the Sun’s diameter is covered (but 
only about 40% of the solar surface is hidden). Right: Now 50% of the Sun’s surface area is obscured 
by the Moon, but the eclipse magnitude is at 60% because more of the solar diameter is hidden.

http://www.eclipsewise.com/solar/SEsaros/SEsaros145.html
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As the solar crescent shrinks to extreme slenderness, you might spot 
shadow bands — very faint, shimmering ripples of dark and light 
moving across the ground. Some folks lay out white sheets in order 
to see them. (They’re much easier to spot when there’s snow on the 
ground, which is unlikely in August!) These hard-to-see bands are 
the result of atmospheric “twinkling” of the thin solar crescent just 
before second contact and/or just after third contact.

The tips of that diminishing solar crescent start to break into a 
series of brilliant beads popping on and off. These are Baily’s beads, 
caused by shafts of sunlight pouring through deep valleys on the 
lunar limb. They appear just prior to second contact.

Very soon what remains is a single bead of light shining like a 
brilliant diamond set into a pale ring created by the pearly white 
solar atmosphere. This is the diamond ring, second contact, and the 
signal that totality has arrived.

As the brilliant diamond fades, a narrow arc of red appears around 
the region of the lunar limb that hosted the diamond ring. This is the 
Sun’s chromosphere, a thin, red-colored layer of solar atmosphere 
located just above the photosphere. It’s briefly visible immediately 
after second contact but is rapidly covered by the Moon.

Above the chromosphere, or possibly around much of the rim of 
the black lunar silhouette, prominences may be visible. These are 

The series of bright sparkles along the Moon’s limb are Baily’s beads. They appear just prior to a sec-
ond contact diamond ring. Note the small red prominence at the bottom of the disk and tinges of red 
chromosphere visible here and there along the dark lunar limb. [Mike Reynolds/TravelQuest]

The second contact diamond ring from the November 2013 eclipse. In reality, the diamond ring is 
created by a single Baily’s bead. Notice the red chromosphere and prominences, as well as the pearly 
white inner corona encircling the black lunar disk. [Rick Fienberg/TravelQuest]
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eruptions of hot gas hanging just above the solar surface. They appear 
as red-colored filaments hovering in the lower part of the corona and 
are also quickly hidden by the Moon after second contact.

And then there is the corona. This is the Sun’s upper atmosphere, 
visible as a pearly glow around the totally eclipsed Sun. Its shape, 
determined by the Sun’s magnetic field and linked to the sunspot 
cycle, is some-
times elongated, 
sometimes round.

If you can tear 
your gaze away 
from totality, look 
down and around 
at the horizon, 
You’ll see what 
looks like a 360º 
sunset. That’s dim 
sunlight shin-
ing beyond the 
umbral shadow 
in which you’re 
standing.

When is the Next One?
There is a saying that “totality, no matter how long its duration, 
seems to last for only eight seconds.” If you’re seeing totality for the 
first time in 2017, that will feel about right, because all too soon, the 
eclipse sequence starts to run in reverse. 

Prominences (if any) rise from behind the Moon on the side oppo-
site where the last rays of sunlight vanished. Then the red arc of the 
chromosphere emerges. In the midst of the red, a white brightening 

quickly turns into the second diamond ring. As it blazes forth, the 
corona begins to fade, Baily’s beads emerge on the expanding solar 
crescent, shadow bands may appear — and cheers will erupt from 
your fellow eclipse watchers. 

Once you’ve seen totality in 2017, you are no longer an eclipse 
virgin (someone who has never seen totality). But you’re not yet an 
umbraphile. However, if the first words out of your mouth at the end 
of totality are: Where and when is the next total solar eclipse? — then 
you are certainly in danger of at least becoming an eclipse chaser!

An Annular Eclipse is Different
When the apparent diameter of the Moon is too small to completely 
cover the Sun, the eclipse is annular, not total. The antumbra is 
an extension of the Moon’s shadow beyond the umbra. Standing 
inside the antumbra at 
mid-eclipse, you’ll see the 
black lunar disk com-
pletely surrounded by 
a blindingly bright ring 
of sunlight (right). The 
maximum phase of an 
annular eclipse is known 
as annularity. This phase 
can last from a fraction of 
a second to a maximum 
of 12 minutes 29 seconds. 
(The next annular solar 
eclipse occurs December 
26, 2019.)

Annularity occurs 
between second and third 

Photographs of the corona, even those skillfully stacked and pro-
cessed, rarely do it justice compared to a naked-eye or binocular view. 
This excellent image of the corona is from the November 2013 eclipse. 
[Jay Pasachoff/Allen Davis/Vojtech Rusin/Miloslav Druckmüller]

This is annularity, the mid-point of an annular eclipse. No 
corona is visible, only a brilliant ring of sunlight around the 
Moon’s disk. [Paul Deans/TravelQuest] 

http://www.eclipsewise.com/solar/SEprime/2001-2100/SE2019Dec26Aprime.html
http://www.eclipsewise.com/solar/SEprime/2001-2100/SE2019Dec26Aprime.html
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contacts, which are visually different compared to a total eclipse. 
During an annular eclipse, second contact occurs the instant the 
black lunar disk is completely surrounded by a ring of sunlight; there 
is no diamond ring. Third contact happens when the silhouette of 
the Moon touches the solar limb and a fleck of darkness breaks the 
ring of sunlight around the Moon.

Since the Sun is never completely covered during an annular 
eclipse, you don’t see many of the sights of totality: no corona, chro-
mosphere, prominences, diamond ring, shadow bands, or the 360° 
sunset glow. Also, you can never remove your solar filters at any time 
during an annular eclipse.

Finally, recall the discussion about eclipse magnitude and obscu-
ration? Here’s another difference between an annular and total 
eclipse. During maximum annularity, the magnitude of the eclipse 
never reaches one, and the obscuration never reaches 100%.

Solar Filters
To look at, or photograph, the Sun at any time other than during 
totality, you need safe solar filters on your optics and in front of 
your eyes. If you are participating in an eclipse tour, the tour  
operator will provide you with eclipse viewers or viewing filters. 
If you’re on your own, check out solar filter suppliers to acquire 
these viewers well before August 2017.

For your camera (or telescope), you can either search for pre-
made (but expensive) solar filters, or make them yourself using 
Baader AstroSolar Safety Film — get the visual (Density 5) filter 
material, not the weaker photographic density. It comes in sheets, 
so you’ll need to construct filters specifically for your optics. You can 
find more information about safe solar viewing practices here. 

Mercury editor PAUL DEANS considers himself an eclipse chaser, not an umbraphile.

Solar eclipse glasses, such as the ones these women are wearing while comfortably watching the 
partial phases, are usually provided to travelers by eclipse tour companies. The inset shows what you 
see when wearing them. [Paul Deans/TravelQuest]

All solar filters need to be secured to the front of your optics, as is this one. [Paul Deans/TravelQuest]

https://eclipse.aas.org/resources/solar-filters
http://astrosolar.com/en/information/how-to/
https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety
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Solar Eclipse Eye Safety: Facts and Fallacies

It is perfectly safe to look at the totally eclipsed 
Sun, but caution is needed at all other times.

By Richard Tresch Fienberg

The total solar eclipse of November 14, 2012, as seen from aboard the cruise ship Paul Gauguin in 
the South Pacific. This sequence runs from lower right to upper left. During the partial phases, the 
camera lens was covered by a safe solar filter. No filter was used during totality. The background is 
an unfiltered, wide-field view of the ocean and sky during totality, showing sunrise/sunset colors 
along the horizon. Courtesy Rick Fienberg/TravelQuest International/Wilderness Travel.
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When it comes to solar eclipses, eye safety is one of the 
areas that people are extremely confused about. You 
might suffer a little cognitive dissonance on this, because 

every telescope you’ve ever seen probably has a little sticker on it 
that says: “Don’t use this telescope to look at the Sun.” Similarly, your 
mother probably told you never to look at the Sun…ever!

Looking at the Sun
But you also see lots of pictures 
of the Sun, and you hear about 
many solar observations by 
amateur astronomers. All expe-
rienced astronomers know that 
you just have to have the right 
equipment. With a proper filter 

over the front of your telescope, and a cap over your finderscope or 
any other optics, you can safely look at the Sun. 

It’s also perfectly safe to look directly at totality during a total 
solar eclipse, such as the one crossing the United States on August 
21, 2017. In fact, it’d be a shame if you didn’t look at it. It’s one of the 
most spectacular sights in all of nature. It’s truly beautiful. In fact, I 
tell people that they may think a total solar eclipse is an astronomi-
cal event, but really, it’s a life event. It’s a beautiful thing. You need 
to see it with your own eyes. And in order to see it, you need to look 
at it. You can look at it even with binoculars or a telescope. As long 
as the entire bright face of the Sun is covered, the eclipsed Sun is no 
brighter than the full Moon and just as safe to view directly.

But this is the crux of the matter: At any other time — whether it’s 
outside of an eclipse altogether, during a partial eclipse, during an 
annular or ring-shaped eclipse, or during the partial phases of a total 
or annular eclipse — you must use proper eye protection, because 

even the tiniest sliver of the Sun is dangerously bright. 
One common fallacy is that people think it’s the infrared, the ultra-

violet, or other rays coming from the Sun that are the problem. But 
that’s not the case. It’s mainly the intense visible light. We evolved 
so that our eyes are sensitive to sunlight, and sunlight is extremely 
intense. If you look at the Sun without a proper filter, your retina will 
be damaged by visible light long before solar infrared or ultraviolet 
radiation can hurt you.

Looking at the Sun Safely
So you need a way to view the Sun safely, and there are two options. 
One is direct — looking through safe filters such as those found 
in eclipse glasses. These not only dim the Sun’s visible light to safe 

Totality during a total solar eclipse is about as bright as the full Moon — and just as safe to look at, 
even with binoculars or a telescope. [Totality courtesy Dennis di Cicco/Sky & Telescope; Moonrise inset 
courtesy Rick Fienberg.]
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and comfortable levels but also block solar ultraviolet and infrared 
radiation. Four companies produce eclipse glasses that have been 
certified to a new international safety standard: Rainbow Symphony, 
American Paper Optics, Thousand Oaks Optical, and TSE 17. 

The other safe method is indirect observing. For example, take a 
card, punch a tiny hole in it, let the Sun shine through the hole onto 
the ground or a sheet of white paper, and you’ll see a little projected 
image of the crescent Sun during the partial eclipse. It won’t be very 
bright, so it won’t hurt your eyes.

A lot of people wonder if you can use dark sunglasses, because 
we keep saying eclipse “glasses.” They look like sunglasses and, in a 
development that I’m not particularly happy about, the companies 
that make cardboard eclipse glasses also make plastic ones that look 

very much like regular sunglasses. 
People might think “Oh, those look 
like sunglasses. Can I use my sun-
glasses?” No! You cannot use your 
sunglasses. Eclipse glasses are about 
100,000 times darker than ordinary 
sunglasses! Ordinary sunglasses 
don’t come close to providing the 
necessary protection.

As with NASA’s eclipse website, 
 we’re trying to make the eclipse 
website of the AAS (American 
Astronomical Society) a gateway  

through which you can pass and find all the resources and informa-
tion you need. The eye safety section in particular has pages on how 
to view safely, how to get eclipse viewers and how to use them, how 
to tell if your eclipse glasses or handheld solar viewers are safe, how 
to use different methods of pinhole projection or optical projection, 
and where to get solar filters for your telescope or binoculars.

Dangerous Rays?
Many people ask, “Doesn’t the Sun emit dangerous rays during an 
eclipse?” To which I reply, well, the Sun emits rays all the time. There 
are no more or worse rays coming from the Sun during an eclipse 
than there are at any other time.

One eye doctor, who really should have known better, said, “I 
thought the Moon’s atmosphere focused the solar radiation onto 

All experienced astronomers know that to safely view the Sun through a telescope, you need a proper 
filter over the front of the scope (upper arrow) and a cap over your finderscope or any other optics 
(lower arrow). [Rick Fienberg]

To make a pinhole projector, punch a tiny hole in a 
large card (part of a file folder will do nicely), and let 
the sunlight pour through the hole. During the eclipse, 
the circular hole of sunlight will project an image of 
the crescent Sun. [Night Sky Network]

http://tinyurl.com/gvsu2q2
http://www.eclipseglasses.com/
http://www.thousandoaksoptical.com/ecplise.html
http://tse17.com/
https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/
https://eclipse.aas.org/
https://eclipse.aas.org/
https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety
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Earth and caused it to be much more intense.” Of course, there is 
no atmosphere on the Moon, and the Moon has no effect at all on 
radiation coming from the Sun. So don’t be misled. There’s nothing 
about what’s coming off the Sun during an eclipse that’s any more 
unusual than at any other time. It’s just that, during a total eclipse, 
you can see the solar corona, or faint outer atmosphere, which is 
normally drowned out by the brilliance of the everyday Sun.

One of the things we have on our website (NASA has the same 
flyer on their site) is a downloadable, one-page flyer (in English and 
Spanish) that tells you how to use eclipse glasses, which companies 
sell the ones that are safe, and points to the AAS and NASA websites. 

Something we’re very proud of is that we worked with NASA’s 
heliophysics people and eclipse educators to make sure that they 
were happy with the messaging. The flyer has been endorsed by  
the American Academy of Ophthalmology and the American 
Academy of Optometry. Neither organization has ever endorsed 
somebody else’s safety message before, so we’re very pleased  
about that. Also on the AAS website, you can see how to perform 

the different techniques for safe observing either directly or via 
projection.

Eye Safety
At every solar eclipse the question always comes up: How bad are 
the eye injuries? Don’t thousands or millions of people hurt their 
eyes during eclipses by not following the instructions?

The answer is: Eclipse injuries are actually quite rare. There are 
very few documented cases of permanent eye damage, let alone 
even serious eye damage. For the most part, especially now that  
safe filters are so widely available, and because of efforts like ours 
where we spend months and months preparing the public for an 
event, there are very few cases of significant eye injury caused by a 
solar eclipse. And many thousands of amateur astronomers routinely  
look at the Sun year-round (using proper filters), and they don’t  
get hurt either.

A document called Solar Eclipse Eye Safety, which is not the same 
as the one-page flyer mentioned opposite, was prepared by Ralph 
Chou, the dean of eclipse eye safety and Professor Emeritus in 
the School of Optometry & Vision Science, University of Waterloo 
(Canada). He is a research eye-care professional who has evaluated 
all the solar filters on the market and looked at all the published  

When the Moon completely covers the Sun (totality), a solar filter is not needed. But during all of the partial phases of a solar eclipse, filters are mandatory. [Rick Fienberg]

Partial Eclipse (Use filter) Partial Eclipse (Use filter)Total Eclipse (No filter)

https://tinyurl.com/hqfw84h
https://tinyurl.com/hrq9w8x
http://tinyurl.com/hkebu56
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literature about eye safety and eye injury. He’s saying the same 
things that I’ve been describing here.

There’s one final thing I’d like to mention. I think it’s very wise 
and very perceptive, and I credit eclipse-chasing astronomer Jay 
Pasachoff (Williams College) for it. Suppose you have experts — 
whether they’re misinformed astronomers, eye doctors, general 
practitioners, or anybody else who hasn’t taken the time to learn 
about “safe Sun” — telling the public that they should stay indoors, 
or not look at the Sun, or stay away from the eclipse, or not let their 
children look at it. And then millions of people go out and have the 
experience of a lifetime, and all you read about for the next few days 
is how much fun and wonderful everything was and that nobody 
went blind. The people that those experts talked to are no longer 
going to trust experts. We already have a problem with people not 
trusting experts, so let’s not make it worse. 

My final comment is simple: Get thee to totality! 

Solar Viewing Safety Tips from the AAS and NASA
1.  The only safe way to look directly at the uneclipsed or partially 

eclipsed Sun is through special-purpose solar filters (“eclipse 
glasses” or handheld viewers) that meet the ISO 12312-2 inter-
national standard for such products. (How to tell if your solar 
viewers are safe.)

2.  Ordinary sunglasses, even very dark ones, are not safe for looking 
at the Sun. Neither are homemade filters created from neutral 
density filters (such as those made for camera lenses), smoked 
glass, exposed film, “space blankets,” potato-chip bags, DVDs, and 
any other materials you may have heard about for solar viewing.

3.  Seek expert advice before using a solar filter with a camera,  
telescope, binoculars, or any other optical device.

4.  Never look at the Sun through an unfiltered camera, telescope, 
binoculars, or any other optical device while using eclipse 
glasses or a handheld solar viewer.

5.  A solar filter must be attached to the front of any telescope,  
binoculars, or camera lens. 

6.  If you are within the path of totality, remove your solar filter only 
when the Moon completely covers the Sun’s bright face, and it 
suddenly gets quite dark. Experience the splendor of totality. 
Then, as soon as the bright Sun begins to reappear, replace your 
solar viewer to glance at the remaining partial phases.

7.  If you are outside the path of totality, you must always use safe 
solar filters to view the Sun directly. 

[This article is an adapted transcript of a presentation at the 229th 
meeting of American Astronomical Society in January 2017.]

RICHARD TRESCH FIENBERG is the American Astronomical Society’s Press Officer. He also chases 
solar eclipses, having made 12 journeys to totality.

Ensure the filter material in the “lens” area of your eclipse glasses doesn’t have scratches or pinpoint 
holes. If it does, don’t use the glasses — throw them away. [Mark Margolis/Rainbow Symphony]

https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety/iso-certification
https://eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety/iso-certification
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MAVEN Reveals How Mars’ Atmosphere was Lost  
to Space
University of Colorado Boulder

Solar wind and radiation are responsible for stripping the Martian 
atmosphere, transforming Mars from a planet that could have sup-
ported life billions of years ago into a frigid desert world, according 
to new results from NASA’s MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 
Evolution Mission) spacecraft.

“We’ve determined that most of the gas ever present in the Mars 
atmosphere has been lost to space,” said Bruce Jakosky, principal 
investigator for the MAVEN and a professor at the Laboratory for 
Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP). The team made this determi-
nation from the latest results, which reveal that about 65 percent of 
the argon that was ever in the atmosphere has been lost to space.

In 2015, MAVEN team members had previously announced mea-
surements showing that atmospheric gas was being lost to space 
today and that described the processes by which atmosphere was 
being stripped away. The present analysis uses measurements of 
today’s atmosphere to give the first estimate of how much gas has 
been removed through time.

There are many ways a planet can lose some of its atmosphere. 
For example, chemical reactions can lock gas away in surface rocks, 
or an atmosphere can be eroded by radiation and a stellar wind from 

the planet’s parent 
star. The new result 
reveals that solar 
wind and radiation 
were responsible for 
most of the atmo-
spheric loss on Mars, 
and that the deple-
tion was enough to 
transform the Martian 
climate. The solar 
wind is a thin stream 
of electrically con-
ducting gas con-
stantly blowing out 
from the surface of 
the Sun.

Jakosky and his 
team got the new result by measuring the atmospheric abundance 
of two different isotopes of argon gas. Isotopes are atoms of the 
same element with different masses.

MORE INFORMATION

Mars Express, ESA’s deep-space probe orbiting the Red Planet, 
took this image in 2016 using its Visual Monitoring Camera that 
has been recommissioned as a ‘Mars Webcam.’ [Copyright ESA/D. 
O’Donnell - CC BY-SA IGO.]

Excerpts from recent press releases that describe an assortment of astronomical discoveries.

astronomy in the news

https://tinyurl.com/k76jxj8
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Pan Revealed
NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The pair of images (top right) from NASA’s Cassini spacecraft show 
Saturn’s moon Pan as Cassini passed within 15,300 miles (24,600 km) 
of it. The views show the northern and southern hemispheres of Pan, 
(left and right, respectively). Both views look toward Pan’s trailing 
side, which is the side opposite the moon’s direction of motion as it 
orbits Saturn.

Cassini imaging scientists think that Pan formed within Saturn’s 
rings, with ring material accreting onto it and forming the rounded 
shape of its central mass, when the outer part of the ring system 
was quite young and the ring system was vertically thicker. Thus, 
Pan probably has a core of icy material that is denser than the softer 
mantle around it.

The distinctive, thin ridge around Pan’s equator is thought to have 
come after the moon formed and had cleared the gap in the rings in 
which it resides today. At that point the ring was as thin as it is today, 
yet there was still ring material accreting onto Pan. However, at the 
tail end of the process, that material was raining down on the moon 
solely in (or close to) its equatorial region. Thus, the infalling mate-
rial formed a tall, narrow ridge of material. On a larger, more massive 
body, this ridge would not be so tall (relative to the body) because 
gravity would cause it to flatten out. But Pan’s gravity is so feeble 
that the ring material simply settles onto Pan and builds up. Other 
dynamical forces keep the ridge from growing indefinitely.

In the image above, Pan (17 miles/28 km across), is seen in the 
middle of the Encke Gap in which it orbits. It also helps create and 
shape the narrow ringlets that appear in the Gap. Two very faint 
ringlets are visible in this image, below and to the right of Pan.

MORE INFORMATION

[NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute x2]

astronomy in the news

https://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/news/3005/cassini-reveals-strange-shape-of-saturns-moon-pan/
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Evidence for a Habitable Region Within Enceladus
Southwest Research Institute

Scientists from Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) have discovered 
hydrogen gas in the plume of material erupting from Saturn’s moon 
Enceladus. Analysis of data from NASA’s Cassini spacecraft indicates 
that the hydrogen is best explained by chemical reactions between 
the moon’s rocky core and warm water from its subsurface ocean. 
The SwRI-led team’s discovery suggests that Enceladus’ ocean floor 
could include features analogous to hydrothermal vents on Earth, 
which are known to support life on the seafloor.

“Hydrogen is a source of chemical energy for microbes that 
live in the Earth’s oceans near hydrothermal vents,” said SwRI’s Dr. 
Hunter Waite, principal investigator of Cassini’s Ion Neutral Mass 
Spectrometer (INMS). “Our results indicate the same chemical energy 
source is present in the ocean of Enceladus. We have not found 
evidence of the presence of microbial life in the ocean of Enceladus, 
but the discovery of hydrogen gas and the evidence for ongoing 
hydrothermal activity offer a tantalizing suggestion that habitable 
conditions could exist beneath the moon’s icy crust.”

On the Earth’s ocean floor, hydrothermal vents emit hot, mineral-
laden fluid, allowing unique ecosystems teeming with unusual 
creatures to thrive. Microbes that convert mineral-laden fluid into 
metabolic energy make these ecosystems possible.

“The amount of molecular hydrogen we detected is high enough 
to support microbes similar to those that live near hydrothermal 

vents on Earth,” said SwRI’s Dr. Christopher Glein, a pioneer of extra-
terrestrial chemical oceanography. “If similar organisms are present 
in Enceladus, they could ‘burn’ the hydrogen to obtain energy for 
chemosynthesis, which could conceivably serve as a foundation for a 
larger ecosystem.”

“Everything indicates that the hydrogen originates in the moon’s 
rocky core,” Waite said.

MORE INFORMATION

During Cassini’s deepest dive through the Enceladus plume, SwRI scientists discovered hydrogen 
gas in the material erupting from the Saturnian moon. This discovery provides further evidence for 
hydrothermal activity (illustrated here) and heightens the possibility that the ocean of Enceladus 
could have conditions suitable for microbial life. [NASA/JPL-Caltech ]

https://tinyurl.com/kvohqh8
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A Tale of Two Pulsars’ Tails
Penn State

Like cosmic lighthouses sweeping the universe with bursts of energy, 
pulsars have fascinated and baffled astronomers since they were 
first discovered 50 years ago. In two studies, international teams of 
astronomers suggest that recent images from NASA’s Chandra X-ray 
Observatory of two pulsars — Geminga and B0355+54 — may help 
shine a light on the distinctive emission signatures of pulsars, as well 
as their often-perplexing geometry.

Pulsars are a type of neutron star that are born in supernova explo-
sions when massive stars collapse. Discovered initially by lighthouse-
like beams of radio emission, more recent research has found that 
energetic pulsars also produce beams of high energy gamma rays.

Interestingly, the beams rarely match up, said Bettina Posselt, senior 
research associate in astronomy and astrophysics, Penn State. The 
shapes of observed radio and gamma-ray pulses are often quite differ-
ent, and some of the objects show only one type of pulse or the other. 
These differences have generated debate about the pulsar model.

“It’s not fully understood why there are variations between differ-
ent pulsars,” said Posselt. “One of the main ideas here is that pulse 
differences have a lot to do with geometry — and it also depends on 
how the pulsar’s spin and magnetic axes are oriented with respect 
to line of sight whether you see certain pulsars or not, as well as how 
you see them.”

Chandra’s images are giving the astronomers a closer than ever look 

at the distinctive geometry of the charged particle winds radiating in 
X-ray and other wavelengths from the objects, according to Posselt.

MORE INFORMATION

Images captured by NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observatory (top), with artist representations (below) that 
provide a better look at pulsars and their associated wind nebulae. Germinga’s tail (left pair) can 
stretch more than a half light-year longer than 1,000 times the Sun-Pluto distance. BO355+54’s nar-
row, double tail (right pair) extends almost five light-years away from the star. [Top Left X-ray: NASA/
CXC/PSU/B.Posselt et al; Infrared background: NASA/JPL-Caltech. Top Right X-ray: NASA/CXC/GWU/N.
Klinger et al; Infrared background: NASA/JPL-Caltech. Bottom illustrations: Nahks Tr’Ehnl.]

https://tinyurl.com/gmt27fs
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Hubble Witnesses Massive Comet-Like Object Pollute 
Atmosphere of a White Dwarf
NASA/Space Telescope Science Institute

Scientists using NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope have witnessed 
a massive object with the makeup of a comet being ripped apart 
and scattered in the atmosphere of a white dwarf, the burned-out 
remains of a compact star. The object has a chemical composition 
similar to Halley’s Comet, but it is 100,000 times more massive and 
has a much higher amount of water. It is also rich in the elements 
essential for life, including nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, and sulfur.

These findings are the best evidence yet for a belt of comet-like 
bodies orbiting the white dwarf, similar to our solar system’s Kuiper 
Belt. These icy bodies apparently survived the star’s evolution as it 
became a bloated red giant and then collapsed to a small, dense 
white dwarf.

As many as 25 to 50 percent of white dwarfs are known to be pol-
luted with infalling debris from rocky, asteroid-like objects, but this is 
the first time a body made of icy, comet-like material has been seen 
polluting a white dwarf’s atmosphere.

The results also suggest the presence of unseen, surviving planets 
which may have perturbed the belt and worked as a “bucket bri-
gade” to draw the icy objects into the white dwarf. The burned-out 
star also has a companion star which may disturb the belt, causing 
objects from the belt to travel toward the burned-out star.

Siyi Xu (European Southern Observatory) led the team that made 

the discovery. According to Xu, this was the first time that nitrogen 
was detected in the planetary debris that falls onto a white dwarf. 
“Nitrogen is a very important element for life as we know it,” Xu 
explained. “This particular object is quite rich in nitrogen, more so 
than any object observed in our solar system.”

MORE INFORMATION

This artist’s concept shows a massive, comet-like object falling toward a white dwarf. [NASA/ESA/ 
Z. Levy (STScI)]

http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2017-09
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Stars Born in Winds From Supermassive Black Holes
European Southern Observatory 

A UK-led group of European astronomers used the MUSE and 
X-shooter instruments on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) at ESO’s 
Paranal Observatory in Chile to study an ongoing collision between 
two galaxies, known collectively as IRAS F23128-5919, that lie 
around 600 million light-years from Earth. The group observed the 
colossal winds of material — or outflows — that originate near the 
supermassive black hole at the heart of the pair’s southern galaxy, 
and have found the first clear evidence that stars are being born 
within them.

Such galactic outflows are driven by the huge energy output from 
the active and turbulent centers of galaxies. Supermassive black 
holes lurk in the cores of most galaxies, and when they gobble up 
matter they also heat the surrounding gas and expel it from the host 
galaxy in powerful, dense winds.

“Astronomers have thought for a while that conditions within 
these outflows could be right for star formation, but no one has seen 
it actually happening as it’s a very difficult observation,” comments 
team leader Roberto Maiolino (University of Cambridge). “Our results 
are exciting because they show unambiguously that stars are being 
created inside these outflows.”

The group set out to study stars in the outflow directly, as well as 
the gas that surrounds them. Radiation from young stars is known 
to cause nearby gas clouds to glow in a particular way. The extreme 

sensitivity of X-shooter allowed the team to rule out other possible  
causes of this illumination, including gas shocks or the active 
nucleus of the galaxy. The group then made an unmistakable direct 
detection of an infant stellar population in the outflow. These stars 
are thought to be less than a few tens of millions of years old, and 
preliminary analysis suggests that they are hotter and brighter than 
stars formed in less extreme environments such as the galactic disk.

MORE INFORMATION

Artist’s impression of a galaxy forming stars within powerful outflows of material blasted out from 
supermassive black holes at its core. [ESO/M. Kornmesser]

http://www.eso.org/public/unitedkingdom/news/eso1710/
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New Survey Finds “Peter Pan” Radio Galaxies That May 
Never Grow Up
University of Toronto, Canada 

A team of astronomers has doubled the number of known young, 
compact radio galaxies — galaxies powered by newly energized 
black holes. The improved tally will help astronomers understand 
the relationship between the size of these radio sources and their 
age, as well as the nature of the galaxy itself. In particular, it will help 
astronomers understand why there are so many more young radio 
galaxies than old.

“We do not understand how radio galaxies evolve,” says Joseph 
Callingham, a postdoctoral fellow from the Netherlands Institute 
for Radio Astronomy. “For a long time, we thought all small galaxies 
evolved into massive galaxies. However, we have now found far too 
many small galaxies relative to the large ones. This suggests some 
never make it to the ‘adult phase’.”

In a survey of 90,000 radio galaxies, the astronomers identified 
1,500 compact galaxies among them. “These compact galaxies used 
to be as rare as hen’s teeth,” says Prof. Bryan Gaensler, Director of the 
Dunlap Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics, University of Toronto. 
“But now we’ve been able to discover a huge number of new cases. 
This breakthrough will let us begin to study the overall properties of 
these unusual and important objects.”

According to one model, compact radio sources are young because  
the jets have not had time to reach far beyond the central black hole. 

The hot-spots are relatively close together and we see them as com-
pact sources. Over time, the jets reach farther out into the galaxy 
and even beyond its confines; the hot-spots are farther from each 
other, and we see a more extended, double-lobed source. In this 
simple model, the overabundance of young, compact radio galaxies 
raises the question: why don’t young, compact radio galaxies mature 
into old, extended radio galaxies?

MORE INFORMATION

An artist’s impression of a galaxy within which lies a supermassive black hole. The black hole drives 
enormous outflows of plasma from the galaxy’s core. In this illustration, the outflows travel toward 
the upper left and lower right. [ESA/Hubble/L. Calçada (ESO)]

https://tinyurl.com/lz3b4pt
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NuSTAR Probes Puzzling Galaxy Merger
NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

A supermassive black hole inside a tiny galaxy is challenging scien-
tists’ ideas about what happens when two galaxies become one. Was 
49 is the name of a system consisting of a large disk galaxy, referred 
to as Was 49a, merging with a much smaller “dwarf” galaxy called 
Was 49b. The dwarf galaxy rotates within the larger galaxy’s disk, 
about 26,000 light-years from its center. Thanks to NASA’s Nuclear 
Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) mission, scientists have dis-
covered that the dwarf galaxy is so luminous in high-energy X-rays, 
it must host a supermassive black hole much larger and more pow-
erful than expected.

“This is a completely unique system and runs contrary to what  
we understand of galaxy mergers,” said Nathan Secrest, postdoctoral 
fellow at the US Naval Research Laboratory in Washington.

Data from NuSTAR and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey suggest that the 
mass of the dwarf galaxy’s black hole is huge, compared to similarly 
sized galaxies, at more than two percent of the galaxy’s own mass.

“We didn’t think that dwarf galaxies hosted supermassive black 
holes this big,” Secrest said. “This black hole could be hundreds of times 
more massive than what we would expect for a galaxy of this size, 
depending on how the galaxy evolved in relation to other galaxies.”

The dwarf galaxy’s black hole is the engine of an active galactic 
nucleus (AGN), a cosmic phenomenon in which extremely high-
energy radiation bursts forth as a black hole devours gas and dust. 

This particular AGN appears to be covered by a donut-shaped  
structure made of gas and dust. 

MORE INFORMATION

This optical image shows the Was 49 system, which consists of a large disk galaxy, Was 49a, merging  
with a much smaller “dwarf” galaxy Was 49b. The colors in this image are optimized to separate 
highly-ionized gas emission, such as the pink-colored region around the feeding supermassive black 
hole, from normal starlight, shown in green. [DCT/NRL]

http://tinyurl.com/khb2ktc
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Dark Matter Less Influential in Galaxies in Early 
Universe
European Southern Observatory 

We see normal matter as brightly shining stars, glowing gas, and 
clouds of dust. But the more elusive dark matter does not emit, 
absorb, or reflect light and can only be observed via its gravitational 
effects. The presence of dark matter can explain why the outer parts 
of nearby spiral galaxies rotate more quickly than would be expected 
if only the normal matter that we can see directly were present.

Now, an international team of astronomers led by Reinhard 
Genzel at the Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics  
have used the KMOS and SINFONI instruments at ESO’s Very Large 
Telescope in Chile to measure the rotation of six massive, star- 
forming galaxies in the distant universe, at the peak of galaxy  
formation 10 billion years ago.

What they found was intriguing: unlike spiral galaxies in the mod-
ern universe, the outer regions of these distant galaxies seem to be 
rotating more slowly than regions closer to the core — suggesting 
there is less dark matter present than expected.

“Surprisingly, the rotation velocities are not constant, but decrease  
further out in the galaxies,” comments Genzel. “There are probably 
two causes for this. Firstly, most of these early massive galaxies are 
strongly dominated by normal matter, with dark matter playing a 
much smaller role than in the local universe. Secondly, these early 
disks were much more turbulent than the spiral galaxies we see 

in our cosmic neighborhood.” Both effects seem to become more 
marked as astronomers look further and further back in time, into 
the early universe. 

MORE INFORMATION

Schematic representation of rotating disc galaxies in the distant universe and the present day. 
Observations with ESO’s Very Large Telescope suggest that such massive star-forming disc galaxies in 
the early universe were less influenced by dark matter. As a result, the outer parts of distant galaxies 
rotate more slowly than comparable regions of galaxies in the local universe. Their rotations curves, 
rather than being flat, drop with increasing radius. [ESO]

http://www.eso.org/public/unitedkingdom/news/eso1709/
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Help Create the Eclipse Megamovie
In partnership with Google, UC Berkeley, and seven other orga-
nizations, the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) is helping 
to create the Eclipse Megamovie 2017! This first-of-its-kind project 
will gather images and video 
of the 2017 North American 
Solar Eclipse from more than 
1,000 volunteer photographers, 
amateur astronomers, and the 
public along the path of totality 
by following the Moon’s shadow 
for 93 minutes. These real-time 
images will be stitched together 
to create a high definition, time-
expanded video of the total 
solar eclipse.

The ASP is recruiting and 
training skilled photographers, so if you wish to participate, sign in 
to apply Once you qualify, you receive a pin to designate your status 
at the eclipse and will be included in the credits of the Megamovie. 
Basic equipment necessary for participating in the project:

1.  Camera: DSLR (digital single lens reflex)
2.  Telephoto or zoom lens: minimum focal length of 300mm
3.  A stable and level tripod

4.  Ability to identify the GPS coordinates and time to the nearest 
second

Yardstick Eclipse Activity
Why do eclipses happen? The ASP’s most sought after activity is 
now available for use in both formal and informal settings to help 
answer this common question and more. This portable version — 
the Yardstick Activity Kit 
— is great for grab-and-go 
exploration. We’ve found 
the perfect materials for 
students and participants 
to explore solar and lunar 
eclipses kinesthetically.

This activity comes with 
an easy-to-use facilitation 
card that prompts the facil-
itator with active question-
ing examples to encourage 
learning through discovery 
by children and adults 
alike. Educators can use this activity to model eclipses outside on a 
sunny day or in a room with one bright light. 

Depending on the level of investigation, this activity can take 

News and information for Society members.

asp tidings

https://eclipsemega.movie/
https://eclipsemega.movie/
https://tinyurl.com/ma8tjbc
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between 10 to 45 minutes. Ages 7 and up. Shipping cost included. 
Bagged in sets of five activities. Download the full activity write-up 
available through our partnership with the Night Sky Network to 
help answer “Why do Eclipses Happen?

The Great American Solar Eclipse Tour
If you’re undecided about where to go to see totality this August, 

why not join Linda Shore, the ASP’s Executive Director, on the 
Great American Total Solar Eclipse Tour. Created by Melitatrips/
MWT Associates, Inc., the tour runs from August 14 to 23 and visits 
America’s greatest parks — Grand Tetons and Yellowstone. Eclipse 
viewing will be from Jackson Hole, Wyoming. 

If you’re interested, contact MWT immediately as space is 
extremely limited. 

asp tidings

NEW MEMBERS  —  The ASP thanks all those who recently renewed their membership and welcomes new members who joined between January 1 and March 31, 2017.

Individual
Danica Adams, Novato, CA
Sheehan Ahmed, Piscataway, NJ
Stephen Asztalos, Oakland, CA
Ashley Baker, Waxhaw, NC
Vanshree Bhalotia, Chicago, IL
Tiffany Chan, San Francisco, CA
Andy Coblentz, San Francisco, CA
Christopher Dupuis, Commerce, TX
Sarah Eftekharzadeh, Laramie, WY
Margaret Elliott, Concord, CA
Wanda Feng, Tempe, AZ
Josh Fuchs, Carrboro, NC
Emily Hardegree-Ullman, Champaign-
Urbana, IL
Daniel Horenstein, Lawrenceville, GA
Amy Jackson, Austin, TX
Toshikazu Komatsu, Sunnyvale, CA

Jason Earl Kooi, Alexandria, VA
Christina Krawiec, Philadelphia, PA
Rebecca Larson, Austin, TX
Annette Lee, Foreston, MN 
Cory Lehan, Collinsville, IL
Millie Leung, San Francisco, CA
Jeremy Lusk, Midland, TX
Grant Marx, Hayward, CA
David McCallister, Knoxville, TN
Robert Morehead, Lubbock, TX
Pimol Moth, Pacific Grove, CA
Stephen Murray, Sydney, Australia
Marie-Eve Naud, Montreal, Canada
Jill Neeley, Ames, IA
Debby Ng, San Francisco, CA
Ryan Owens, Highland, IL
Richard Pesavento, Redlands, VA
Kristina Punzi, Rochester, NY

Norman Redington, Lubbock, TX
Douglas Richstone, Ann Arbor, MI
Jesus Rivera, Highland Park, NJ
Karen Crow Roark, San Francisco, CA
Pauline Rodriguez, Sunnyvale, CA 
Keith Rogers, Pittsburg, CA
Laurie Rogers, Pittsburg, CA
Bear Sandahl, Valley, WA
Susan Sherman, San Francisco, CA
Peter Sinclair, Albuquerque, NM
Jonathan Sloane, Highland Park, NJ
Priscilla Thai, San Francisco, CA 
Brittany Tompkins, Poughkeepsie, NY
Stephanie Toy, South San Francisco, CA
Hung Tran, Alameda, CA
Diane Turnshek, Irwin, PA
Alan Zucksworth, Beavercreek, OH

Senior
Craig Carpenter, Holder, FL
J.W. Hoag, Inverness, IL
Lenore Ingram, Olympia, WA
Ed Kersh, Oakland, CA
Richard Lewis, Palm Desert, CA
Bradley Mills, Ava, MO
William Mitchell, Saginaw, MI
Gary Purinton, Clarion, PA
Richard Roadfeldt, Tempe, AZ
G.H. Mickey Thompson, Spokane, WA

Technical
Helge Bjørkhaug, Jessheim, Norway
William Christian, Atlanta, GA
Chris Curp, San Jose, CA
Ralph Donnelly, Falls Church, VA  
Chris Kaiser, Parker, CO

https://tinyurl.com/k2ttqs9
http://tinyurl.com/h6mhab4
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by Paul Deans

sky sights

The Skies of May
The red planet Mars is very low in the west-northwest at dusk, but 
because of bright twilight, it will be challenging to spot. Your best 
chance to find it is on the 27th, when it’s some 15° to the lower right 
of the crescent Moon. Binoculars will probably be necessary if you 
hope to find this dim point of orange light in twilight’s glow.

All month after sunset, Jupiter emerges in the southeast and 
south, remaining visible until well into the early morning hours. May 
and June are excellent for Jupiter observing, with the giant planet 
and its retinue of large moons nicely placed for viewing during the 
warm post-sunset hours. On the 7th, Jupiter and the 12-day-old 
Moon appear side-by-side as dusk fades into night; wait a couple of 
nights before searching for details in Jupiter’s upper atmosphere.

In the east, Saturn rises in the late evening and is visible all night. 
On the 13th before midnight, the ringed planet clears the horizon 
just prior to midnight, with the Moon close by on its left.

In the morning sky, Venus rises 90 minutes before the Sun at 
the start of the month, and more than two hours before sunrise by 
month’s end. It has become a ‘morning star’ and is a beacon of light 
in the dawn sky. But it’s low in the east, being a mere 15° or so above 
the horizon some 30 minutes prior to sunrise. While it’ll be a bit 
higher (at the same time each morning) for the next few months, it 
will never be as dazzling a sight as it was in the evening sky earlier 
this year. Venus and the Moon make a pretty pair on the 22nd.

Even though Mercury rises an hour before the Sun, it is so close to 
the horizon 30 minutes before sunrise that it’s pretty much impossi-
ble to see. And that’s at its best in mid-May. Your one chance to spot 
it is on the 23rd, when it’s 8° to the lower left of a very thin crescent 
Moon. Otherwise, consider this little world essentially ‘invisible’ for 
this month (and next).

The Skies of June
Changing things up a bit, let’s start with the morning sky. That’s 
because if you’ve never been able to spot Uranus, now is your 
chance. From the 1st to the 4th, this dim planet passes within 2° of 
brilliant Venus. About one hour before sunrise, Venus is some 10° 
high (the width of your fist held at arm’s length) in the east. A small 
telescope at low power, centered on Venus, should show a faint, 
greenish-blue disk nearby. That’s Uranus. Venus continues to rise 
about two hours before the Sun and is prominent, though low, at 
dawn. On the 20th and 21st, the waning crescent Moon passes by 
this bright planet.

If you’re out at dawn looking for Uranus or just contemplating  
brilliant Venus, don’t bother seeking other planets. Mercury, very 
low in the east-northeast last month before sunrise, is rapidly 
retreating sunward and is essentially invisible in June. And Mars, 
which was extremely low in the west after sunset last month, has 
now also vanished into the solar glare.
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In the west after sunset, Jupiter emerges from the fading twilight 
glow high in the south. It’s visited twice by the Moon: once on the 
3rd and again on the 30th. The giant planet sets well after midnight, 
making a great target for early evening telescopic viewing during 
the month.

Finally, Saturn rises as the Sun sets pretty much all month. 
Opposition is the date when a planet rises exactly when the Sun 
sets, and so it’s on the opposite side of Earth from the Sun. For 
Saturn in 2017, opposition occurs on the 15th. But if you look low in 
the east shortly after sunset for most of the month, that rising star is 
Saturn. On the 9th, the full Moon rises with this ringed planet. 

Summer solstice occurs at 4:24 UT on the 21st, which translates 
into 12:24 am Eastern time on the 21st and 9:24 pm Pacific time 
on the 20th. This marks the astronomical start of summer in the 
Northern Hemisphere and winter in the Southern. 

The Skies of July
The month opens the same way June ends, with Jupiter beside the 
Moon high in the south-southwest. On the 1st, Jupiter is some 10° 
(the width of your fist held at arm’s length) to the Moon’s lower right, 
with both setting after midnight and more than four hours after the 
Sun. By the end of July, Jupiter is still high in the southwest at sun-
set, but now sets less than three hours later. The giant planet is again 
joined by the Moon at month’s end, sitting about 3° to the lower 
right of the 6-day-old Moon on the 28th. 

Still in the west after sunset, Mercury puts on a poor show this 

month. During the last 10 days of July, the little planet is as far above 
the horizon as it will get this time around, but it’s still only 10° high 
in the west some 30 minutes after sunset. Your best chance to spot 
Mercury might be on the 25th, when the planet is 10° to the lower 
right of the 3-day-old Moon.

Saturn is rising in the southeast as the Sun sets and is visible until 
dawn. This makes it nicely placed for viewing, particularly for the 
many star parties and public observing nights that take place during 

sky sights

Hundreds of star parties take place under dark rural skies during the summer months.  
[IAU/Alan Dyer]

https://amazingsky.net/
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the summer months. On the 6th the ringed planet is some 3° to the 
lower right of the nearly full Moon (so this is not the best evening to 
observe the planet).

Riding high in the east at dawn is Venus. It rises some three hours 
before the Sun and is fairly high as the sky brightens. On the 20th 
(the 48th anniversary of the first Moon landing), the crescent Moon 
and Venus make a picture-perfect pair in the eastern twilight sky.

As for Mars, it is in conjunction with the Sun on the 27th and will 
not be easily sighted until mid-September.

On the 3rd, Earth is at aphelion, the farthest point from the Sun 
in its orbit around our star. At this time, the Sun appears about 3% 
smaller in July than it does at perihelion in January — not a differ-
ence that you’re going to notice.

August Reminders
The Perseid meteor shower peaks on the 12th, but during the day 
for North America. So start watching as soon as darkness falls on the 
evening of the 12th. Unfortunately, the 19-day-old Moon rises some-
time after 10:00 pm local time, and its light will tend to wash out the 
fainter Perseids. 

Of course, you won’t forget about the total eclipse of the Sun 
on August 21st, visible as a partial solar eclipse across all of North 
America. Only when seen from within the narrow path of totality 
running from Oregon to South Carolina will the Sun be completely 
hidden by the Moon for roughly two minutes. If you’re not sure 
where the path of totality lies, go here. 

sky sights

Star Charts

If you’d like a star chart to help you explore the naked-eye night 
sky, you have several options: purchase a star wheel (planisphere) 
or planetarium software, download a PDF showing the sky this 
month, find an online star chart, or locate an app for your tablet or 
smart phone.
PDF Star Charts. Skymaps produces a well-done chart that goes 
beyond a mere monthly star chart. It includes a list of monthly 
highlights and observable celestial objects. The downside: each 
month is available only at the very end of the previous month. 
Another nice star chart is available from Orion Telescopes and 
Binoculars; you can download it one month in advance. If you’d like 
simple star charts that don’t show the planets, a set of 12 is avail-
able from the Canada Science and Technology Museum.
Online Star Charts. Sky View Café gives you control over the 
chart’s date, time, and location, plus a few other options. But the 
chart names only a few bright stars, doesn’t identify the constella-
tions, and the printout of the resulting chart is poor. The star chart 
created on the Tau Astronomy Club website offers fewer options 
but a better printout. But it lists no star names and the stars are 
color coded based on their spectral type.
Apps For Tablets and Smart Phones. SkySafari 5 ($2.99 for the 
basic version; available for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch; also avail-
able for Android) is a very well done star chart app and is the one 
I use consistently. TheSky by Software Bisque is one of the most 
popular planetarium programs out there, and is now available for 
the iPad and iPhone. If ASP stargazers have a favorite night sky app, 
regardless of the device, I’d like to hear about it.

— P.D.

https://eclipse.aas.org/eclipse-america/when-where
http://myasp.astrosociety.org/product/SD302/themillerplanispheremostofthecontinentalus.php
http://www.skymaps.com/downloads.html
http://tinyurl.com/bqxn363
http://tinyurl.com/bqxn363
http://cstmuseum.techno-science.ca/doc/education-programs/cstm/star-charts.pdf
http://www.skyviewcafe.com/skyview.php
http://astroclub.tau.ac.il/skymaps/monthly
http://skysafariastronomy.com/skysafari-5-professional-astronomy-telescope-control-software-for-ios.html
http://www.bisque.com/sc/pages/TheSkyX-Editions.aspx
http://tinyurl.com/nfqol4l
http://tinyurl.com/pxtx7sd
mailto:editor%40astrosociety.org
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reflections
NASA/JPL

Splat!

Mars is a dynamic planet. The HiRISE camera on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter observed this new crater in September 
2016; the crater was not present in an image taken in May 2012. The crater is roughly 8 meters (25 feet) in diameter, but its 
surrounding blast zone and ejecta extend more than a kilometer beyond the crater itself. In this enhanced-color view, the 

materials exposed nearest the crater have distinctive yellowish and lighter gray appearances, while more distant ejected materials 
range from dark brown to bright bluish. [NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.]

http://www.uahirise.org/ESP_048456_1640
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